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Abstract
The new era of big data and artificial intelligence requires future electronic devices with smaller sizes, lower power consumption, lower costs, and especially, higher functionalities. While the continuous scaling of modern Si chips is approaching their physical limits, the advanced packaging technologies, which integrate multiple chips either vertically or horizontally, provide alternative approaches for the development of post-Moore era electronics. The complex packaging structures present the reliability challenges. The vertical stacking of the chips will make the reliability tests difficult to be performed and analyzed. Especially for electromigration tests in advanced electronic packaging, each interface in the packaging structure needs to be tested. With nowadays testing spec and failure analysis techniques, the testing period is too long. The horizontal integration will increase the packaging size, leading to warpage issues, which limits the size of next generation packaging products. These reliability challenges require development in reliability exploration and materials engineering. In this talk, we will talk about the methodology to shorten the electromigration testing period and the design of materials to relieve reliability issues fundamentally.
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